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Bio Glass Wires Reinforcement

Bio Glass Wires, new light curing micro unidirectional wire in fiberglass for the reinforcement 
of structures, for temporary crowns and definitive bridges.

The glass fiber has become an indispensable material in the daily routine of the dental laboratory, 
for many years this material has been successfully used to many applications and is known and 
appreciated in the world.

Today is one of a reinforcement material more used in dentistry, adaptability, ease of use, 
aesthetics and especially the high mechanical strength have made it a perfect tool for obtaining 
high-quality work.

A production 100% made in Italy, 
produced in Micro Medica laboratories , 
the new unidirectional glass fiber for reinforcing
structures of bridges and crowns is a real 
novelty in the dental sector, its micro fibers 
gathered into bundles are the starting point
for obtain substructures incredibly resistant 
and performing.

From Waxing to the finished substructure
serve only a few simple steps.

Perfect Mix, for to obtain structures
of the unlimited size, unidirectional fibers system 
Bio Glass Wires can be combined with the tissue
of the Bio Glass Strips system  and to 
Stick in Glass and Carbon of the CS33 - Cs43 systems.

Natural teeth. 
Exploiting the aesthetic characteristics 
of this product can be realized works
completely in composite or resin without the use of the opaque to mask the substructure.

Replace the metal structures. These are a viable alternative to traditional metal structures, 
the fibers of the system Bio Glass Wires are able to amortize and dissipate evenly the masticatory 
forces in the protection of the support elements.
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High compatibility with all the composite and acrylic resins marketed, fibers embedded in the resin 
become an integral part there of.

, the fibers of the system Bio Glass Wires are treated to Silane for increase theChemical bonding
adhesion with composite and dental resins.

Easy to Use, the unidirectional fibers of the new system are very soft and malleable, they adapt easily 
to the model and to counter mould in few seconds.

, The muffle
is the indispensable element 
for obtaining high performance 
substructures , 
thanks to the exerted pressure 
during the molding steps are 
obtained compact surfaces 
and without defects.

New material high-strength composite material 
specially formulated to impregnate strands of the 
system Bio Wires Glass fiber glass, extremely
fluid penetrates deep making the threads 
uniformly impregnated.

Available in syringes 4gr. color A2.

Bio Glass Wires, 
is available as a pre-impregnated composite A2 
photo-curing or natural version without composite.

Packed in box of 3 Wires Unidirectional wrapped individually.

Length 90mm each.

Biocompatible, all Micro Medical products include the system Bio Glass Wires are Certified CE 
Class IIA as  long-term implantable.
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